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THE GO-TO
BRAND FOR BIG
DREAMERS AND

HIGH ACHIEVERS

Compared with most
digital publications, The
STRIVE's readers are 
 ambitious, resourceful,
and highly motivated
young millennials who
are seeking products
and services that can
add value to their lives,
expand  their potential,
and give them an edge
in the pursuit of their
dreams.



TRAFFIC

DA 42+

1
MILLION

10
MINUTES

104,000+
AVERAGE MONTHLY

VISITORS

DATA

avg. daily time on
site per visitor

Source: semrush.com

Source: google.analytics.com

Source:  ahrefs.com

monthly ad
impressions

Source: mediavine.com



AUDIENCE

49.9
FEMALE%

50.1
MALE %

30.2
MEDIAN AGE

$65,437
AVERAGE

HOUSEHOLD
INCOME

DATA



 PERPETUAL SUCCESS IS  KEY

EVERGREEN IS  OUR THING
The graph below shows the breakdown of where The Strive gets
it's traffic from each month, with an emphasis on search.

DIRECT ORGANIC SOCIAL

8% 90% 2%

SEO  Analysts at The STRIVE make sure every article that is
published on the platform is optimized for search success. 

Evergreen content creation is important to us here at The
STRIVE, as such, every article no matter if is sponsored, a
guest post, or published in-house, it is carefully edited and
optimized with long-term success in mind.

We have a proven track record of consistently ranking
content on the first page of Google.  We nurture all of our
content until they have reached their full potential and reach.



KEY BENEFITS

A sponsored post partnership with The STRIVE includes the
following benefits:

High-quality content written or edited for conversion and
search engine optimization.  Each article to remain on The
STRIVE platform indefinitely.

PARTNERSHIP  INCLUDES

Above-the-fold homepage sponsored content placement for
a minimum duration of 30 days.

Universal side-bar sponsored content placement for a
minimum duration of 30 days.  Maximizes your brands
visibility by boosting post exposure to every single visitor.

Social Media promotion on Facebook and Twitter platforms.

Opportunity  to  Connect with a targeted demographic of
aspiring entrepreneurs, ambitious millennials, and a growing
audience that is willing to spend on personal growth.

IMPORTANT:  The STRIVE follows ALL legal, FTC, and Google publishing guidelines
when publishing sponsored content on our site.  This means we clearly disclose all
sponsored content that we publish as 'SPONSORED CONTENT', and/or #Sponsored
on all social media shares.   In addition to this, we also ensure all out-going links
included within our sponsored content are set up as no-follow links.

The STRIVE reserves the right to decline all sponsored post proposals that don't
align with our brand, threaten it's integrity, or that we don't find appropriate.



Above-the-fold homepage placement.

Universal side-bar placement.

DIGITAL PLACEMENTS



Standard industry rates per post for our DA + traffic:

The STRIVE's current sponsored post rates:

SPONSORED RATES

$2,800 to
$4,200

DESCRIPTION PRICE

01 $400  -  $500Publish Article Provided To Us (1 mo. lock-in)

Write Article In House + Publish (1 mo. lock-in)

Publish Article Provided To Us (3 mo. lock-in)

02 $700  -  $800

03 $1500  -  $1800

04 $1800  -  $2200 

**

OPT

Write Article In House + Publish (3 mo. lock-in)

**  Limited Time Offer - Rates Will Be Increasing Soon  **

Get started today with a package that meets your budget.

CONTACT@THESTRIVE.CO

( 3 mo. lock-in refers to locking in high visibility digital placements spots for 3 months. )

Source:  awin.com



THANK
YOU.

We look forward
to partnerning

with you


